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Photorefractive p -i -n diode quantum well spatial light modulators
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We demonstrate the performance of all-semiconductor photorefractivep- i -n diodes operating in the
longitudinal quantum-confined Stark geometry. Low-temperature-grown shallow quantum w
provide high-mobility vertical transport, and potential steps incorporated into the semicondu
buffer layers increase the transit time across the buffer and therefore increase the quantum effic
for trapping of charge before it is swept out to the dopedp-type andn-type contacts. The buffer
design and the doped contacts both make all-semiconductor photorefractive devices possible
peak transient output diffraction efficiencies approaching 3%, but without the need for dielec
insulating layers. We also redefine device speed by making a distinction between transient rise
and frequency response, showing that in thesep- i -n devices the update rate is an order of
magnitude slower than the inverse rise time. ©1995 American Institute of Physics.
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Photorefractive quantum wells and thin films1–3 are dy-
namic holographic materials that combine the advantage
large excitonic electroabsorption with large carrier mobilit
to produce high-sensitivity4 holographic devices that ar
compatible with many image processing applications. T
design of appropriate buffer layers has been one of the
features of photorefractive longitudinal-field design a
performance,5 as in earlier device structures that used fre
carrier screening in nonpixellated quantum well devices6,7

Optimum performance of photorefractive devices has pre
ously relied upon nonsemiconductor insulating buffers
SiO2 or SiN to prevent charge transport to the contacts an
eliminate leakage currents in the broad-area devices.8

In this letter, we present the performance of longitudin
field photorefractive p- i -n diode designs using all
semiconductor trapping buffers and doped contacts.
dopedn-type andp-type contacts had been proposed9,10 to
replace semitransparent contacts used in some prev
designs,5,11and to give the device low-leakage currents wh
the device is reverse-biased during operation. The buffer
ers are composed of low-temperature-growth~LTG!
AlGaAs.12 The LTG materials have ultrafast lifetimes th
extend down to picoseconds,13 which therefore produce spa
tial resolutions down to 1mm in transverse-field geometries2

and down to approximately 10mm in longitudinal-field
geometries.8,14 To ensure that all carriers that are inject
into the buffer from the electro-optic layer are trapped,
have incorporated potential steps into the buffer that incre
the transit time of the carriers, giving them time to trap
defects.

In our experiments, we distinguish between transie
time response~TTR! and Fourier-time response~FTR! mea-
surements of the diffraction efficiency. The TTR is obtain
by recording the diffraction as a function of time in a digit
storage oscilloscope. The peak transient signal is the lar
diffracted intensity after the application of the electric fie

a!Electronic mail: lahiri@physics.purdue.edu
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to the device. The FTR signal is obtained using lock-in d
tection, referenced to the frequency of the repetitive appli
voltage. The Fourier diffraction efficiency is proportional t
the first Fourier-time coefficient of the diffracted signal an
is related to the time-integrated response of the diffract
signal. The distinction between TTR and FTR is importan
because the diffraction signal typically has a large and rap
diffracted signal spike shortly after the voltage is applied, b
which quickly decays. For image processing applications, t
time-integrated diffracted signal is the most important valu
because it describes the average number of photons per
ond arriving at focal planes or charged coupled devi
~CCD! arrays. An additional important issue for device pe
formance in imaging applications is the fastest allowab
repetition rate between pulses that defines the frame rate
the device. We show in our tests that the optimum repetiti
rate for ac fields applied to the devices is considerably slow
than the inverse rise time, which requires a reassessmen
the definitions of the speed of the longitudinal-field geom
etries.

Two designs were tested and had relatively similar pe
formance in our experiments. The first device had multip
quantum wells~MQWs! grown at standard temperatures an
which were subsequently proton implanted, while the seco
device used quantum wells grown at low-substrate te
peratures.15 Both devices were grown by molecular beam
epitaxy ~MBE! and used LTG buffer layers that also incor
porated potential steps to retard the transit time of the ca
ers to the contacts.

Device 1 had a MQW layer grown at standard temper
tures that consisted of 110 periods of Al0.3Ga0.7As/GaAs
quantum wells with 10 nm wells and 3.5 nm barriers. Th
wells were grown using an As2 to Ga beam equivalent pres
sure ratio of 15. The buffers were symmetric and consisted
LTG Al0.2Ga0.8As 700 nm thick, followed by a 200 nm of
LTG Al0.3Ga0.7As. The LTG layers were grown at a substra
temperature of 280 °C, all other layers were grown
600 °C. The potential step provides the carriers time to tr
51/95/67(10)/1408/3/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physics
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in the LTG AlGaAs and effectively replaces the nonsemico
ductor insulating layer in previous longitudinal-field design
A 50 nm spacer of standard-temperature-grow
Al0.3Ga0.7As was placed between the doped contacts and
buffer layer.

Device 2 used an As4 to Ga beam equivalent pressu
ratio of 20. The structures were LTG MBE
Al0.16Ga0.84As/Al0.1Ga0.9As MQWs grown atn1 GaAs sub-
strates. Contact and stop-etch layers ofn-type materials were
grown on then1 GaAs substrate at 600 °C. This was fo
lowed by a LTG~320 °C! MQW layer consisting of a 100
periods of 10 nm Al0.1Ga0.9As wells and 10 nm
Al0.16Ga0.84As barriers. The LTG superlattice was san
wiched between a step-graded buffer which consisted of
nm of Al0.15Ga0.85As and 200 nm of Al0.3Ga0.7As. The LTG
~320 °C! results in approximately 0.2% excess arsenic in
MQW. A 200 nm p-Al0.3Ga0.7As (131018 cm23) layer
followed by a 100 nm topp-GaAs (131019 cm23) was
grown at 450 °C on top of the LTG layers. The 450 °
growth temperature for thep-doped layers acts as a weakin
situanneal of the previously grown LTG layers and results
the formation of As precipitates in the MQW region.12,16De-
tails of fabrication can be found elsewhere.15

We performed degenerate four-wave mixing on the t
device structures by writing a grating using a cw Ti:sapph
laser tuned at 850 and 790 nm for the two devices. T
transmitted zero-order and the diffracted first-order sign
were detected using silicon photodiodes with 650 nm lo
pass filters. TTR and FTR output diffraction efficienci
were measured. The electric field was modulated usin
single-sided square pulse at a repetition rate of 100 Hz.
diffracted and the transmitted signals were detected usin
lock-in amplifier modulated by the electric field and a m
chanical chopper, respectively. All diffraction efficienci
quoted in this letter are output diffraction efficiencies, d
fined as the ratio of the diffracted intensity to the transmit
intensity.

Figure 1 shows the dependence of the output diffract
efficiency as a function of the applied voltage to the sam
using a single-sided square pulse with a repetition rate of

FIG. 1. Output diffraction efficiency for TTR and FTR in response to
square-wave reverse-bias voltage on device 2 with LTG quantum w
Both responses vary approximately with fourth power on electric field
small fields but saturate for fields larger than 50 kV/cm. The TTR is c
sistently an order of magnitude larger than the FTR.
Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 67, No. 10, 4 September 1995
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Hz. Both TTR and FTR output diffraction efficiencies ar
shown. For low fields the output diffraction efficiency fol-
lows a fourth-order power law with increasing electric field
The transient output diffraction efficiency approaches 3%,
order of magnitude greater than the FTR value. Howev
higher intensities than shown here have produced higher
vice speeds and generated output diffraction efficiencies
excess of 10%. The fourth-power dependence at low fields
due to the quadratic dependence of diffraction on index a
absorption gratings, which themselves depend quadratica
on electric field.3 The deviation from fourth-power depen-
dence at the higher electric fields may be caused by seve
mechanisms: lateral drift that reduces the electric field mod
lation in the quantum wells,17 reduced quantum efficiency
for carrier trapping in the buffers at higher fields, and devi
tion of the electroabsorption from quadratic dependence
field. Because we use only semiconductor buffers, the ca
ers can overcome the moderate potential barrier that se
rates the buffer layers from the contacts. At higher fields, t
electrons have higher ballistic velocities, which enable the
to overcome the barrier more effectively, preventing suffi
cient time to trap the charge.

The frequency dependences of the FTR of both devic
are shown in Fig. 2 for square-wave and sinusoidal rever
bias fields, at a fringe spacing of 20mm with an intensity of
'10 mW/cm2. The device with quantum wells grown a
normal growth temperatures has a higher Fourier diffracti
efficiency and higher frequency response. This behavior
consistent with smaller defect densities in device 1 from pr
ton implantation relative to the high-defect densities in th
LTG quantum well layer in device 2.11 Shorter lifetimes of
the photocarriers in the LTG materials slow down the diele
tric relaxation rate. Carrier lifetimes in the LTG quantum
wells are approximately 15 ps,15 while the proton-implanted
quantum wells have lifetimes of approximately 200 ps.18

Therefore the LTG response rate is expected to be appro
mately an order of magnitude slower than for the proto
implanted device. This expectation is borne out by the da
It is important to note that the difference in trap densities
the MQW layer primarily controls the saturation intensit
I sat for which the photoconductivity exceeds the dark con
ductivity, leaving other aspects of device performance una
fected.

Also shown in Fig. 2 is the difference between squar
wave and sine-wave applied fields. The square-wave dep
dence produces higher FTR diffraction efficiencies~as well
as transient diffraction signals!. This higher response is re-
lated to the formation dynamics of the trapped space cha
that screens the applied fields. The large transient diffracti
efficiencies are generated by the relatively fast initial scree
ing of the applied fields in the bright fringes, followed by
lateral drift and diffusion that reduces the spatial field mod
lation in the quantum wells. The solid lines in Fig. 2 are fit t
the equation of the equivalent circuit for the longitudina
geometry presented in Ref. 3. TheRC time constants for
these devices at this intensity are 300ms for device 1 and 3
ms for device 2. These numbers are again consistent with
difference in defect densities between the proton-implant
MQW device and the LTG MQW device. It is important to
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point out that the rise times of the transient diffraction r
sponse in these devices is considerably shorter than theRC
time constant fits from Fig. 2. Rise times of 50ms are ob-
served in the transient response for our intensities and de
densities. It is important to note that both the rise time a
the resonant frequency are linear functions of incident inte
sity. Therefore, the ratio of the optimum repetition rate to th
inverse rise time is intensity independent and is appro
mately equal to 0.1. Because the intensity-dependent rep
tion rate defines the frame rate of the device, this should
the relevant device speed, rather than relating device spee
rise time.

To further study the temporal response and differenc
between pulsed operation and repetitive operation, in Fig
we show the dependence of the TTR and FTR on pulse
ration for a fixed repetition time of 10 ms for device 2. Th
pulsewidth was varied from 192ms to 9.2 ms. The TTR
output diffraction efficiency is relatively independent of th
width of the pulse for pulse widths longer than 600ms. These

FIG. 2. Fourier response output diffraction efficiency as a function of fr
quency for both device designs. The proton-implanted device operates a
order of magnitude larger frequency than the device with LTG quantu
wells for the 10 mW/cm2 illumination. Response to a square wave for devic
2 is significantly larger than for a sine wave.

FIG. 3. TTR and FTR output diffraction efficiencies as functions of th
pulsewidth of the modulating electric field. Experimental data for the outp
diffraction efficiency were taken at a fringe spacing of 20mm with an
incident laser intensity of 5.0 mW/cm2 at l5790 nm. The electric field was
modulated using a single-sided pulse of 5 V/mm at a repetition rate of 100
Hz.
1410 Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 67, No. 10, 4 September 1995
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results further suggest that the relevant speed for image p
cessing applications with photorefractive quantum wells
the longitudinal-field geometry is controlled by the repetitio
rate and duty cycle and not by the rise time of the transie
signal. The maximum repetition rate at a given intensity
likely to be limited by the charge relaxation in the buffe
layers. If the voltage is repeated too rapidly for that intensit
there is insufficient time for the charge to relax.

In our study of the photorefractivep- i -n quantum well
diode structures, we have observed consistent good photo
fractive performance using the two different buffer design
Both of the designs incorporate potential steps that retard
transit time of carriers across the buffer, allowing time fo
the carriers to trap at defects. These buffer designs are co
bined withp-type andn-type doped contacts that help reduc
leakage currents when the devices are operated under rev
bias. Together, these design features make it possible to f
ricate and operate all-semiconductor longitudinal-field d
vices. It is especially important to note that these desig
require almost no postprocessing of the semiconduc
growth, significantly improving the ease of device fabrica
tion.
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